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BRIDGETON, NJ -- Charles A. Stone writes , "I was in my observatory with the intention of photographing certain 
nebulosity on or about October 13 , 2006 , at 12: 45 AM when I spotted a very bright light shining behind a tree line in the di s
tance." Since I l ive in farmland, I thought it might be farm equipment but it was much brighter than any farm equipment. The 
li ght began moving slowly north and started rising less than a mile away. Within thirty seconds the light slowing rose above the 
tree line heading in my direction. A s the object approached my neighbors house the li ghts went out and I though it was gone. 
The suddenly, I was confronted wi th an enormous object clearly defined by ambient l ight. I thought it was crashing but as it 
approached my observatory it began to rise. 

This thing was barely moving forward now, and could not be more than 200 feet above me, probably less. I could 
make out detail of rivets and bolts in its construction. As the objects rounded nose began to approach me, was reall y taken 
back by its brightly li t windows. I was shocked to see a humanoid form moving as if it were pacing back and forth , in the large 
port window. As it got closer the figure moved away from the window to the center of the craft. I though there was no one at 
the controls. I got the impression it was getting ready to hover as its open hatch moved directly O\'er me and I was entertaining 
some negative thoughts regarding my own safety. 

Detai ls of the obj ect are: It was at least two stories high with two large windows, port and starboard, it had a rounded 
nose, there were three opaque light type structures, two large turbo type structures, larger in diameter and shorter in length than 
those on commercial aircraft. Eight flap or stabilizer type structures aft, a very large square black container type structure pro
truding off center from its belly. An open hatch, and other bulky geometric shapes that I saw but I can only remember they 
were thick, huge, bulky wi th an incredible amount of drag that it could not be an aerodynamic possibi li ty. A lmost immediately 
I felt a surge of static electrici ty that tingled my face and hair on my arms and head . A s its tail section was abou~ to pass over 
me I quickly swung the dome and heard a low pitched roar wi th the sound of bacon sizzling in a frying pan. Suddenly it was 
gone, no sound, and I did a 360 degree search but it suddenly there was nothing there. 

Thanks to Charles A. Stone. Thanks to George Filer, Fi ler 's Files 1123, 2007 
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